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How a market-leading social media management 

agency uses Conversocial to share social media 
responsibility seamlessly with its clients.
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eModeration provides outsourced moderation and community management services to 
international blue chip companies and advertising agencies. Its agents are based across the 
globe and operate in over 50 languages, offering a round-the-clock service helping leading 
brands to keep their social communities running smoothly and protect them from inappropriate 
content and abuse. These services complement in-house social initiatives; companies can 
ensure their efforts aren’t undermined by offensive or irrelevant content, and focus time on 
campaigns and customer service.

“Conversocial was one of the first companies to develop a tool for moderation needs and has a 
solid history of working with Facebook,” says Rob Cockburn, Account Manager, eModeration. 
“It worked with us to develop tools that addressed the problems involved in dealing with social 
conversations at scale. It gives us clear visibility of everything happening on a brand’s Facebook 
accounts, and processes messages quickly, which lets us guarantee a high level of service.”

Conversocial provides eModeration with a service whereby:

• Acceptable use policies are enforced with any abusive or disrespectful comments being   
removed immediately

• There is a seamless operation between in-house social media teams and external moderation, 
with customer service and brand sensitive issues escalated if required.

• Everything is secured and auditable with clear accountability.

Now Conversocial is one of eModeration’s preferred suppliers for Facebook campaigns, offering 
clients a complete solution for social media management. With eModeration’s expertise in online 
communities and Conversocial’s comprehensive conversation management tools, eModeration’s 
clients can be assured social media is under control.
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How eModeration delivers quality service

eModeration
can offer clients a higher level
of service for fewer moderation 
hours.

In the early days of moderating Facebook pages without a software solution, the company’s 
moderators were required to look after clients’ pages using Facebook directly, which needed 
repeated daily searches across each Facebook page. The process was completely manual.

Moderators were required to laboriously copy out deleted messages for Quality Assurance, 
and leave manual handover notes for the next shift worker to explain what action had been 
taken so far; right down to the last comment reviewed on each specific post! As the demand 
for moderation and community management grew, it became important to use technology 
to underpin human moderation in order to achieve scale, and promise the quality of service 
eModeration’s clients have come to expect.

Conversocial gives structure to the team’s moderation shifts. The shared team inbox makes it 
clear to see exactly what’s been dealt with when the next moderator logs in, as every 
processed message is archived – stored, but removed from view.

eModeration’s clients don’t need to worry 
about offensive content sitting on the page 
awaiting attention. Many companies have 
a zero tolerance policy for profanities and 
spam; for each Facebook page or Twitter 
account, messages containing banned 
words or phrases can be automatically 
deleted. This minimizes risk to the client’s 
reputation while offering efficient service for 
fewer moderation hours.

eModeration defines agreements with different clients at the beginning of a project. Each 
company has guidelines around how long they can afford for offensive content to remain on 
their Facebook pages, which helps to establish budgets and moderation hours; using 
Conversocial helps eModeration to meet these expectations with fewer moderation hours, 
confident that the tool will pick up banned content before the next shift.
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But of course not all Facebook management can be automated; eModeration offers a high 
quality service, tailored to different brand requirements. Conversocial allows the messages that 
need human intervention to be prioritized for attention. Objectives are agreed in the initial briefing 
between the Account Manager and client; unacceptable and brand sensitive terms are easily 
formalized into guidelines for each of eModeration’s virtual moderators using Conversocial’s 
customizable settings for Prioritization.

Every Facebook page and Twitter account can be allocated a list of keywords, which will be 
automatically filtered for moderators to address first. eModeration also develops an escalation 
procedure with clients at the start of each project, to establish how they wish to deal with brand 
damaging content. Messages fitting these criteria are assigned to the team leader within the tool, 
who is notified immediately to begin the escalation process.

Training isn’t an issue, given Conversocial’s easy to use and intuitive interface; it only takes an 
hour to train moderators new to the tool, and as soon as they’re in, they have a process in place 
to deal with all new client projects. Even scheduling moderation hours is made easier and more 
effective, using Conversocial’s analytics to understand at which times of day different customer 
groups are most active on Facebook and Twitter. The efficiency of the team continually evolves, 
as project team leaders can use Conversocial’s reports to evaluate moderation speeds and 
identify possible training issues.
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 Coordination between agency and in-house staff
In-house customer service and marketing teams need involvement in their social programs, 
but regularly require outside help – from social media expertise to out-of-hours moderation.

eModeration has the manpower to deal with huge volumes of communication, leaving 
in-house teams to concentrate on what’s important to them – deal with pressing issues, share 
messages with their fans and followers, and analyze the responses. eModeration can step up 
its involvement as required, from profanity moderation to full community management, 
including escalation of reported customer incidents to their clients’ own Customer Service 
teams.

Conversocial helps with the organization of a large team working on ever- changing projects 
and campaigns. Administrators are able to easily add and remove clients’ Facebook pages 
as required, and can tweak moderators’ access to fit requirements; moderators need only 
view the projects they are working on during any given shift and are restricted from 
publishing, giving clients confidence that they can hand over moderation securely.

For clients such as major UK TV network ITV and international bank HSBC, the agency’s 
moderators can share controlled and recorded access to Facebook pages with in-house 
community management and customer service teams, and work together more effectively. 
Assigning specific issues items through Conversocial introduces much smoother lines of 
communication than the time- consuming process of exchanging dozens of emails.

It is instantly clear to moderators what’s been handled by the client, and vice versa. Every 
action is recorded in Conversocial, offering accountability to both parties. A complete audit 
of activity allows for detailed reporting on what moderators and community managers have 
done on Facebook; notes and tags are added to explain certain actions on customer 
messages, such as the reasons behind deleting or escalating posts to the client. This record 
is used to review and improve policy going forward.
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 The support and responsiveness from Conversocial has been 
integral to our continued relationship. We’ve worked closely with the team 
to give feedback for the continued development of the tool, and really
seen it grow into something ever more useful for our staff and clients.
“

“

eModeration uses the data collected through Conversocial to keep clients updated with what’s 
being discussed on their Facebook pages; analysis of this data, taking account of information 
noted by moderators throughout the week, means that Account Managers can provide key 
statistics and highlight specific topics which have been especially contentious during a given 
week. This qualitative analysis is made possible as every message is stored and can easily be 
extracted for reporting and categorization.

eModeration is expanding further into community management and engaging social communities 
more proactively. Reporting options from Conversocial include insight into the effectiveness of 
individual posts to generate positive engagement together with a unique metric, IPM (Interactions 
per 1000 fans) This level of insight means that eModeration can tailor updates to more precisely 
meet the demands of individual clients.

Rob Cockburn, Account Manager, eModeration



Conversocial is social customer service software for Facebook and Twitter, used by companies 
including Groupon, Tesco, Net A Porter and more. We help our customers deliver great customer 

service through social channels by enabling them find and respond to real issues more 
effectively - decreasing negative sentiment and risk of social crises, while saving time and 

gaining greater customer insight.

Contact: 
www.conversocial.com

sales@conversocial.com
@conversocial


